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A B S T R A C T

Energy-efficient operations optimization has attracted much attention recently to reduce the energy consump-
tion and the associated costs of metro systems. Compared with all-stop patterns, stop-skipping patterns poten-
tially lead to decreasing energy consumption and increasing train loading utilization. This paper develops an
optimization-based approach to design energy-efficient metro timetables and speed profiles with a stop-skipping
pattern based on passenger smart-card data. First, we develop an algorithm to generate: a set of likely to be
skipped stations is identified according to historical travel records, and a heuristic rule is adopted to select the
specific skipped station. Second, we reformulate the energy-efficient timetabling optimization problem as a
convex quadratic programming problem and develop a solution algorithm to determine the optimized timetables
and speed profiles. A numerical example is conducted using the real-world passenger data and the train op-
erational data of a metro line in Beijing. The results show that the developed approach reduces energy con-
sumption by 15.39% and increases the loading volume per train by 3.56 person/min in comparison with the
current timetable.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Metro systems play an important role in urban economic and social
developments of big cities due to the high loading capacity, punctuality,
and low energy consumption. Therefore, it is one of the focuses of de-
velopment in the majority of metropolitans. For example, Beijing has 19
lines with a total length of 574 km, which serve up to 10 million
commuters within a weekday. Although metro systems are energy-ef-
ficient transport modes comparing to using private cars, a single metro
line consumes about 42.53 million kW/h a year, of which roughly half
are consumed during the acceleration phases of metro trains. This
amount of consumed electricity is equivalent to the demands of 22,000
dwelling homes in 2012 in Beijing (Yang, Chen, Ning, & Tang, 2017). In
a metro system, the timetables and speed profiles are the deciding
factors, which can not only improve a high service level regarding
passenger travel times but also reduce energy consumption. Therefore,
a well-designed train energy-efficient timetable is important to achieve

an effective metro system.
Metro operations generally follow pre-determined timetables, and

the daily operational periods are distinguished into peak and off-peak
hours. During the peak hours, passengers often have fixed destinations
at few stations such as industrial or residential areas. On the other
hand, the off-peak hours involve longer times of trains during daily
operations, but potentially fewer aggregate passengers with interests of
stations widely scattered. The usual train operational procedures by
metro companies are aimed to adjust the headway times longer than
those of peak hours. As a consequence, the adjustments will certainly
make longer passenger travel times and fewer train loading utilizations
according to an all-stop train operational pattern. In that sense, an ef-
ficient train scheduling service based on stop-skipping patterns may
contribute to reducing the required resources (e.g., trains, staffs, and
traction energy) and improving the train loading utilizations during the
off-peak hours. If properly designed, stop-skipping patterns are effective
to increase the profits of metro companies and save the travel times of
passengers, which is verified by some metro systems in some countries.
For example, the stop-skipping operational patterns were first proposed
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for a metro system in 1947 and later implemented in Philadelphia and
New York (Freyss, Giesen, & Muñoz, 2013). These instances have
proven that stop-skipping patterns benefit the companies and passen-
gers. However, this operational method has been implemented only in a
few countries currently. Most of metro systems still apply the all-stop
patterns during a regular daily metro operation.

To implement an efficient stop-skipping pattern, a metro system
requires a flexible strategy to generate the train timetables. For ex-
ample, there are some issues making these processes difficult: these
patterns usually depend on a number of potential factors, such as ac-
celerating rates, running section distances, and train running phases; it
is imperative to balance the interests of passengers and metro compa-
nies for saving energy consumption without the compromise of con-
sidering the passenger service (Freyss et al., 2013); and the pattern
depends on the complex characteristics of passenger demands, which
exhibit time-variant and uncertain features (Gao, Yang, & Gao, 2016).

1.2. Literature review

Existing studies on train timetables have mainly focused on pas-
senger-oriented train scheduling problems (Zhou et al., 2005; Liao,
Arentze, & Timmermans, 2013; Guo et al., 2015; Kang, Wu, Sun, Zhu, &
Wang, 2015; Liu & Dessouky, 2018; Jiang, Cacchiani, & Toth, 2017;
Shang, Li, Liu, Yang, & Wang, 2018; Ng, Lo, & Huai, 2017; Wang, Yang,
Gao, & Huang, 2017), delay management (Corman, D'Ariano, Marra,
Pacciarelli, & Samà, 2017) and maintenance schedule (D'Ariano, Meng,
Gabriele, & Corman, 2017). Energy-saving management of metro sys-
tems has attracted much more attention in the operation research
community in metro systems recently (e.g., Yang, Li, Gao, Wang, &
Tang, 2013; Li & Lo, 2014a, b; Gupta, Tobin, & Pavel, 2016; Ye & Liu,
2016; Wang, Yang, Wu, Sun, & Gao, 2018; Sun, Wu, Ma, Yang, & Gao,
2018; Zhang, Li, & Yang, 2018; Albrecht, Howlett, Pudney, Vu, & Zhou,
2016; Gu, Amini, & Cassidy, 2016). During a train running in a metro
line, the section running times have a direct influence on the traction
energy consumption. On an average route section, the train speed
profile is composed of three working phases: acceleration, coasting, and
deceleration (Asnis, Dmitruk, & Osmolovskii, 1985). For a longer route
section, an additional speed-hold (cruising) phase is considered for
satisfying the predetermined running time constraints (Howlett, 1996).
For convenience, some studies generally adopted three-working-phase
running modes to optimize train speed control strategies involving
variable speed limits (Li et al., 2014b), track gradients (Su, Tang, &
Roberts, 2015) and uncertainty dwelling times (Yang et al., 2017).
However, the majority of previous studies considered the design of
timetables and speed profiles separately. These derived strategies may
be far from achieving the global efficiency. Thus, the recent formula-
tions have undergone the integrated optimization model of the time-
tables and speed profiles. For example, Ning, Xu, Gao, and Zhang
(2015) proposed an integrated model to optimize headways by ad-
justing the arrival times at stations to decrease the delay times of trains
and the average waiting times of passengers; then, they developed a
dynamic programming algorithm to calculate the switching points of
the speed profiles on an operating section. Wang, Tang, Ning, Van den
Boom, and Schutter (2015) proposed a real-time scheduling algorithm
with the aim of minimizing the total passenger travel time and the
energy consumption. The resulting optimization problem was trans-
formed into a real-valued nonlinear nonconvex problem. Yang et al.
(2017) have focused on designing a passenger-oriented timetable to
reduce passenger travel time and energy consumption simultaneously.
Then, genetic algorithm is used to solve. The above studies on train
scheduling problems adopt all-stop patterns in the metro systems. Yang,
Li, Ning, and Tang (2016) and Scheepmaker, Goverde, and Kroon
(2017) conducted literature reviews that focused on the energy-effi-
cient timetabling problems. They presented an overview of energy
optimization for timetabling, speed profile generation, and the in-
tegration of both problems.

An amount of train scheduling approaches has been developed using
stop-skipping patterns in both metro and bus transportation systems to
save energy consumption or to enhance transport capacity (Suh, Chon,
& Rhee, 2002; Leiva, Muñoz, Giesen, & Larrain, 2010; Ulusoy, Chien, &
Wei, 2010; Chiraphadhanakul et al., 2013; Cacchiani, Furini, & Kidd,
2016; Cao, Yuan, & Zhang, 2016; Soto, Larrain, & Muñoz, 2017; Yang
et al., 2018). For example, Sogin, Caughron, and Chadwick (2012)
developed a mixed integer programming model to optimize the stop-
skipping patterns for metro systems. A genetic algorithm was presented
to search the solution space. In their case study, the total passenger
travel time was reduced by 9.5%. Liu, Yan, Qu, and Zhang (2013)
considered the stop-skipping patterns for three bus vehicles, in which
only the second vehicle was allowed to perform stop-skipping. Then,
the problem was formulated as an optimization model, with the ob-
jective of minimizing a weighted sum of three objectives: total pas-
senger waiting time, total in-vehicle travel time, and total operating
costs. A genetic algorithm incorporating Monte Carlo simulations was
proposed to solve the optimization model. Jamili et al. (2015) devel-
oped a new mathematical model to reach the optimal stop schedule to
reduce the unnecessary costs of the service provider. Then, they pre-
sented a robust plan and analyzed in a metro line by using two heuristic
algorithms. Based on predetermined stop-skipping patterns, Niu, Zhou,
and Gao (2015) developed a unified integer quadratic programming
model with linear constraints. A number of mathematically tractable
forms were used to characterize the total passenger waiting time, which
was implemented in a General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) to
test cases in a corridor. It is found that metro trains are usually quite
sensitive to headway alterations, dwelling time at each station, and
running time on each section. Gao et al. (2016) compared with the
regular all-stopping patterns and found that stop-skipping patterns can
lead to lower energy consumption and less travel time. However, there
are two limitations in the above studies: some studies predetermined
the train skipping patterns to optimize the timetable directly for a
metro line, which causes deviations from the optimality; and the others
formulated the mixed integrated nonlinear programming to obtain the
optimal timetables; however, the complexity of these models is high
due to the nonlinear constraints.

To address the above limitations, this paper develops an optimiza-
tion-based approach to design energy-efficient timetables and speed
profiles using a stop-skipping pattern for a metro line to minimize the
total traction energy consumption. First, based on passenger smart-card
data, the passenger characteristics are analyzed to generate the skip-
ping patterns. Then, using a Taylor Approximation, we reformulate the
problem into a convex quadratic programming model to reduce the
complexity of the formulation. Finally, to solve this optimization pro-
blem efficiently, we develop an algorithm combined with the CPLEX to
obtain an approximately optimal solution within short computational
times.

The main differences between the two most relevant studies and this
paper are listed as follows:

(1) Compared to Niu et al. (2015), which predetermined the train
skipping patterns, this paper develops a rolling two-step strategy to
determine the skipping patterns and train energy-efficient timetable
simultaneously with taking passenger characteristics into con-
sideration.

(2) Compared to Gao et al. (2016), which designed an objective func-
tion to calculate the energy consumption regarding segment run-
ning time notwithstanding the train skipped or not, this paper
calculates the speed switching-points considering the speed limits
on sections. In addition, the non-convex mixed integrated train-
scheduling problem is transformed into a convex quadratic model
using the Taylor Approximation method.
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1.3. Contributions

This paper aims to develop an optimization-based approach for
designing energy-efficient timetables and speed profiles with a rolling
stop-skipping pattern in a metro line. The main contributions of this
paper are as follows:

(1) For determining the stop-skipping patterns, we implement a two-
step optimization strategy to decompose the train scheduling pro-
blem based on smart-card and train operational data. The purpose
is to develop a rolling mechanism that effectively achieves a trade-
off between passenger waiting time and energy consumption. To
our knowledge, no study has considered the rolling stop-skipping
patterns in train scheduling of such kind. Thus, this topic is a novel
development in the literature.

(2) The calculation of energy consumption is considered using different
computing functions on different sections throughout a metro line.
Then, we reformulate the original model of energy consumption
(mixed integrated nonlinear programming) as a strictly convex
quadratic programming problem using the Taylor Approximation.

(3) An efficient solution algorithm is designed based on IBM ILOG
CPLEX to produce the approximate optimal timetables for each
skipped train. If wants to generate the complete timetable for all
operating trains during the off-peak hours, it is a large-scale opti-
mization problem. With the developed solution algorithm, the en-
ergy-efficient timetables can be obtained within short CPU times.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a
detailed analysis is given on the passenger characteristics and energy
consumption during the off-peak hours. Also, the rolling stop-skipping
patterns are formulated. In Section 3, the energy-efficient timetabling
optimization model is transformed to a strictly convex quadratic pro-
gramming using the Taylor Approximation. Section 4 presents the nu-
merical experiments. Finally, the conclusions and possibilities for fur-
ther research are discussed in Section 5.

2. Problem analysis

2.1. Notations

The following notations are used for formulating the proposed ap-
proach.

Parameters
j station index, j J1, 2, ,= … , where 1 is the original station and J is the

terminus station
i train index, i I1, 2, ,= … , where 1 is the first train and I is the last train
k section index, k j j1, 1=
a acceleration rate
b deceleration rate
r resistance rate
C cycle running time in a metro line
M train mass
h headway

conversion factor from electricity to kinetic energy
n time interval throughout the off-peak hours, where n N1, 2,= …
lk length of section k

1 the buffer coefficient to calculate the lower boundary of the running times

2 the buffer coefficient to calculate the upper boundary of the running times
jO starting point of passengers, where j J1, 2, , 1O = …
jD ending point of passengers, where j J2, ,D = …
ti j,

DW train dwelling time of i at j

tn ending time at the n-th time interval

jO
U,I percentage of up-direction passengers at station jO

jD
U,O percentage of up-direction passengers at station jD

p n( )B tap-in cumulative number of passengers in n

p n( )A tap-out cumulative number of passengers in n

t jO
In tap-in time at jO

t jD
Out tap-out time at jD
j jO, D average cumulative number of passengers travelling from jO to jD
Variables

section matrix, [ , ; ....; , ]I I1
C

1
H C H= , where C and H are the ordinary

and extraordinary section subsets respectively. In ordinary sections, the
trains adopt acceleration-coasting-deceleration phases; In extraordinary
sections, the trains adopt acceleration-cruising-deceleration phases

ti j,
A arrival time of train i at station j

ti j,
D departure time of i at j

ti k
a
, acceleration time of i on k

ti k
b
, deceleration time of i on k

ti k
c
, coasting time of i on k

ti k
h
, cruising time of i on k

Ti k,
min,H the theoretically minimum running time of i on k when skipping a station

Ti k,
min,C the theoretically minimum running time of i on k

ti j, O
W waiting time of i at jO

t jO
W,In walking time from ticket gate to the platform at jO

t jD
W,Out walking time from the platform to ticket gate at jD

ti j,
LBT passenger last boarding time of i at j

Ni j, time interval when train i arriving at j
P n( )jO

U number of passengers who travel in the up direction at jO in n

P n( )jD
D number of passengers who travel in the down direction at jD in n

Pi j,
B number of boarded passengers of i at j

Pi j,
L number of alighted passengers of i at j

yi j, stop-skipping index, equal to 1 if train i stops at station j; otherwise, 0
Ti k, running time of i on k

2.2. Assumptions

The following assumptions are made to facilitate the presentation of
the modeling framework.

(A1) According to the smart-card data, the time dimensions of tap-in
and tap-out data are divided into N time intervals throughout the
off-peak hours respectively. In other words, the numbers of pas-
sengers are constants in each interval.
(A2) If the arrival time of passenger on a platform is equal to the
departure time of a train at the same station, he/she can board this
train. All passengers will get off the trains at the terminus J in one
direction and thus there are no boarded passengers in that direction.
(A3) The train running times and speed profiles vary on the speed-
limited constants, but the dwelling times at all stations and the total
running times on the route are the same (Li & Lo, 2014b). The
headway is a constant during the off-peak hours.
(A4) The train movements may involve two running types: accel-
eration-cruising-deceleration phases if the train skips a station;
otherwise, acceleration-coasting-deceleration phases on an ordinary
section (Wang et al., 2015).
(A5) The trains consume energy in the form of electricity. To sim-
plify the process of calculating energy consumption, we assume that
the acceleration rates, resistance rates deceleration rates, and con-
version factors are all constants (Yang et al., 2018a, 2018b).

2.3. Passenger characteristics

In this section, we calculate the waiting times of passengers at the
origin station jO and the numbers of boarded and alighted passengers at
jO. First, the station-to-station traveling process of a metro trip is de-
scribed. Then, we estimate the boarding times of passengers at jO.
Second, based on the smart-card data records, the average cumulative
numbers of tap-in and tap-out passengers at each station at arbitrary
time interval will be calculated. Finally, the travel directions of each
passenger will be determined at each station.
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A typical station-to-station metro trip includes the following stages:
tap in the ticket gates at origin station jO, walking to the platform,
boarding a train, being in-train, alighting the train, and finally tap out
at their destination jD. Since the smart-card data unusually contains the
exact tap-in and -out times, the station-to-station travel time of a pas-
senger is calculated trivially. Formally, the travel time from jO to jD for
an arbitrary passenger is:

t t t t t T t( ) ,j j j j
j j

j

j j j
Out In W,In W

1

DW
1

W,Out
D O O O

O

D

D
= + + + +

= + (1)

where t j
In
O and t j

Out
D are the recorded tap-in and tap-out times at jO and jD

respectively. t j
W,In
O and t j

W,Out
D are walking-in and walking-out times at jO

and jD. t j
W
O is the waiting time at jO. tj

DW is the dwelling time. Tj 1 is the
running time between j 1 and j.

As the exact boarding or alighting times of passengers for each train
are not recorded, we estimate these parameters according to the
minimum travel times of on each OD pair. The minimum travel time
means that a passenger does not have to wait for the trains when he/she
arriving on the platform. For example, if a passenger does not wait the
train i at jO, we have t 0i j,

W
O = . Then, with the current-used train time-

table, the walking-in time at jO and walking-out time at jD can be cal-
culated respectively. Therefore, the last boarding time (LBT) of pas-
sengers at jO can be obtained by t t ti j i j j,

LBT
,
D W,In

O O O
= , where ti j,

D is the
departure time of i at jO. Therefore, the passengers can catch i at jO
when arriving platform before the LBT.

2.3.1. The boarded and alighted passengers
The passenger demands are discretized into pieces based on pre-

determined time intervals. In order to calculate the numbers of boarded
passengers based on the tap-in data, the departure times of each train at
each station firstly need to be estimated. In combination with the LBT,
the time interval Ni j, for train i at station j can be calculated by
N n t t{ 1 | 0}i j i j n, ,

LBT= + , where tn is the ending time of interval n.
Therefore, the number of boarded passengers for i at j is calculated
based on Eq. (2):

P p n
t t

t t
p N P i I j

J if i P

( ) ( ) , 1. .. ,

1. .. . 1, 0

i j
n

N
N i j

N N
i j i j

i j

,
B

1

B ,
LBT

1

B
, 1,

B

1,
B

i j
i j

i j i j

,
,

, ,
= × =

= = =
=

(2)

where p n( )n
N

1
Bi j,

= corresponds to the cumulative number of tap-in
passengers from time interval 1 to Ni j, .
t t t t p N( / ) ( )N i j N N i j,

LBT
1

B
,i j i j i j, , , × is the number of boarded passengers

from time LBT to the ending time of Ni j, , but those passengers cannot
board i at j. Thus, it should be subtracted. After ruling out the pas-
sengers who boarded the previous train i 1 at j, the number of
boarded passengers for i at j is obtained. A diagram is given to calculate
the boarded passengers for i at j (Fig. 1).

In Fig. 1, the green lines show the accumulative numbers of tap-in
passengers in each time interval. The blue dashed lines represent the
ending times of each time interval. The red dashed lines represent the
LBT times of each train at j. The red circles show the boarded pas-
sengers at j.

Similar to the above calculation process, the number of alighted
passengers from i at j can be expressed based on tap-out data, which is
stated as follows

P p n
t t

t t
p N P i I j J( ) ( ) , 2. .. , 1. .. .i j

n

N
N i j

N N
i j i j,

L

1

L ,
LBT

1

L
, 1,

L
i j

i j

i j i j

,
,

, ,
= × = =

=

(3)

where p n( )n
N

1
Li j,

= corresponds to the cumulative number of tap-out
passengers from time interval 1 to Ni j, .

2.3.2. Passengers' travel directions
Based on the historical smart-card data, the numbers of passengers

at all the stations can be represented by an OD matrix

OD

0
0

0
0

,

J

j j

j j J J

J J J

1,2 1,

2,1 ,

, 1,

,1 , 1

O D

O D
=

(4)

where j j,O D denotes the number of a tap-in passenger who wants to
travel from station jO to jD. In addition, the probability j

U,I
O

of a tap-in
passenger who wants to travel in the up direction can be estimated
based on the following equation

j j/ ,j
j j j

J

j j
j

J

j j O D
U,I

,
,

1
,O D

D
O DO

D D O

=
> = (5)

Thus, the probability j
D,I
O of a tap-in passenger who wants to travel in

the down direction is 1j j
D,I U,I
O O

= . The total number of passengers
travelling in the up direction from jO at time interval n is
P n p n( ) ( )j j

U B U,I
O O

= × . Likewise, the probability j
U,O
D of a tap-out pas-

senger who travels in the up direction and takes jD as the destination
can be estimated as

j j/ ,j
j

j

j j
j

J

j j O D
U,O

1

1

,
1

,
D

D DD
O

O
O

O=
= = (6)

The probability j
D,O
D of a tap-out passenger who comes from the down

direction at jD is 1j j
D,O U,O
D D

= . The total number of passengers who
take jD as the destination in the down direction is
P n p n( ) ( )j j

D A D,O
D D

= × .

2.4. Energy consumption

The energy consumption of operating trains is mainly determined
by the running speed profiles between every two consecutive stations.
First, according to the different speed profiles of skipped or non-skipped
trains, the section set will be divided into two categories: ordinary and
extraordinary sections. The ordinary sections adopt three working
phases (acceleration-coasting-deceleration); the extraordinary sections
adopt acceleration-cruising-deceleration working phases (Fig. 2). Then,
we introduce the computing functions of energy consumption in two
different running section sets.

In Fig. 2, the blue lines belong to the speed profiles of a non-skipped
train; the red lines belong to the speed profiles of a skipped train. The
different colored circles show the different switching points.

On an ordinary section k i
C, the coasting time function of train i

can be derived below

t f T rl
C

A
C

T( ) 2 ,i k
c

i k i k
k

i k, , , ,
2= =

(7)

The number of passengers (p)

Time (s)

0

24

22
19

15
17

15

18

The ending times of each interval The LBT of each train at a station

17

13
13

18

16

The accumulative numbers of passengers

The  numbers of boarded passengers

Fig. 1. The cumulative numbers of boarded passengers.
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where ti k
c
, is the coasting time of i on k. Ti k, is the running time. r is the

resistance rate. A and C are intermediate parameters.

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

A ar a br b

C ar a br b

1 ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) .

a
a b

a
a b

a r
a b

a r
a b

2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2

= + +

= + +

+ +

+
+

+
+ (8)

The detailed calculation process can be founded in our previous study
(Yang et al., 2018a). Similarly, the cruising time on an extraordinary
section k i

H can be calculated as follow

t f T T l
a b

( ) 2 1 1 ,i k
h

i k i k i k k, , , ,
2= = +

(9)

where ti k
h
, is the cruising time of i on k. Ti k, is the running time. a and b

are acceleration and deceleration rates.
Then, to reduce the dimensions of the above coasting (cruising) time

function, we use the Taylor Approximation for reformulation. The de-
tailed formulation can be found in Appendix A.

2.4.1. Energy consumption on ordinary sections
According to Eq. (8), the traction energy consumption can be cal-

culated when trains accelerating on the ordinary sections. For example,
the total traction energy consumption Ei

C of the train i on the whole
ordinary sections can be obtained based on the following classical
power formula

E
Ma t( )
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k
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a

C
2

,
2

i
C

=
(10)

where M is the train mass, a is acceleration rate, is the conversion
factor, C is the ordinary section set, and ti k

a
, is the acceleration time of i

on k. Then, the energy consumption function can be reformulated as a
quadratic function w.r.t. section running times:
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where Ti k, is the running time of i on k. i k2, ,
C , i k1, ,

C and i k0, ,
C are the

second-order, first-order and constant coefficients, which can be cal-
culated based on the following mathematical functions
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where Aa and Ba are the intermediate coefficients
A B1 , 1a a

a b
a a r

a b= =+
+
+ . pi k, and qi k, are the linear coefficients of i

on k. The detailed derivation process can be founded in Appendix A.

2.4.2. Energy consumption on extraordinary sections
When calculating the traction energy consumption on an extra-

ordinary section k i
H, it needs to consider the energy consumption

during the cruising phase. Thus, it can be calculated as

E
Ma t Mr t( )
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2 2
,
h 2

= + (13)

where r is the resistance rate. ti k
a
, and ti k,

h are the acceleration and
cruising times of i on extraordinary section k. Furthermore, the energy
consumption function on k can be reformulated in following quadratic
form
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where Ti k, is the running time. The second-order i k2, ,
H , first-order i k1, ,

H

and constant coefficients i k0, ,
H , are stated as follows
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where a and b are the acceleration and deceleration rates. pi k, and qi k,
are the linear coefficients of i on k. The detailed derivation process can
be founded in our previous study (Yang et al., 2018b).

2.5. Rolling stop-skipping pattern

According to the previous studies (Sogin et al., 2012; Wang et al.,
2015; Gao et al., 2016) and the formulations of energy consumption in
Section 2.4, a mixed integer nonlinear programming mostly will be
modelled. However, it will be a formidable task to solve when con-
sidering multiple trains run throughout the whole off-peak hours. Thus,
we introduce a two-step optimization strategy to determine the skipped
stations for each running train in a metro line and further explore the
mechanism of this developed strategy.

In the two-step optimization strategy, the characteristics of pas-
senger demands and energy consumption will be taken into con-
sideration simultaneously. The detailed processes of this strategy are
described as follows

Stage 1. For train i, construct a skipped station candidate set i,
which consists of K stations with the fewest numbers of boarded and
alighted passengers except the terminus.
Stage 2. Choose a station to skip within each candidate set. The
chosen station should make the longest length after merging two
neighboring sections. Note that it is not allowed to choose the same
skipped stations by consecutive trains.

This optimization strategy will be kept rolling for all the trains
during the off-peak hours. The complete flowchart of the rolling stop-
skipping pattern is shown in Fig. 3.

First, we calculate the numbers of boarded and alighted passengers
at each station for i based on the initial timetable. Then, to make the
stop-skipping candidate set, we screen out K stations according to stage
1. Finally, from the candidate set, we choose a skipped station ac-
cording to stage 2. The algorithm keeps rolling until the stop-skipping
pattern of the last train is generated.

The suggested two-step optimization strategy does not only have the
capability of improving the train loading utilizations but also has the
capability of reducing the energy consumption effectively even without
adjusting the dwelling and headway times. With the assumptions of
predetermined cycle running times, the following two remarks de-
monstrate the capability.

Remark 1.. The skipped stations contribute to improving the efficiency of
the metro system.

Speed (m/s)

Distance (m)

Cruising

The speed profile of a train skipping a station
The non-skipping speed profiles

Coasting point

Braking point

Braking point

Cruising point

Station j Station j+1 Station j+20

Fig. 2. A typical diagram with several speed profiles of trains.
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Demonstration. Suppose train i skips a station, then the passengers
must wait for train i 1+ at the skipped station.

According to the simple case with five stations in a metro line
(Fig. 4), the total accumulative numbers of boarded and alighted pas-
sengers can be calculated when train i arrives and departs at each
station, based on Eqs. (2)–(6). In Fig. 4, the black circles show the
station sites; the red rings with solid and dashed lines represent the
boarded and alighted passengers in the down direction; the blue circles
with solid and dashed lines represent the passengers in the up direction.

If considering the average travel time of passengers as an objective,
the adjustment of train speed profiles should be aimed to minimize the
running times from passengers’ origins to their destinations. Without
loss of generality, the stations with fewer boarded and alighted pas-
sengers will be the skipped stations. In other words, the skipped stations
have less importance in the metro line. Choosing such a station to skip
will lead to the least loss of the profits for the passengers and metro
companies. Therefore, the first step of the optimization strategy is an
effective method not only to forecast the boarded and alighted pas-
sengers for each train but also to obtain the feasible domains in de-
veloping a rolling solution algorithm.

Remark 2.. The sections with the longest length when merging two
neighboring sections in the candidate set will be the skipped stations,
which will redue the most energy consumption.

Demonstration. To make clear the relationship between energy
consumption and running times, we suppose that there are two sec-
tions: one with a longer length and another shorter. In addition, sup-
pose that the total running times on these two sections are pre-
determined constants. The energy consumption is calculated according
to Section 2.4.

First, the different speed profiles will be used in different sections.
For example, the acceleration-coasting-deceleration running phases will
be used in the shorter section; the acceleration-cruising-deceleration
running phases will be used in the longer section. Then, three choosing
strategies will be introduced, in order to generate skipped stations.
Finally, with the setups, a numerical example is given to illustrate the
efficiency of our proposed two-step optimization strategy in comparison
with the others (Fig. 5).

In Fig. 5, the different colored dashed lines show the different re-
sults generated by different choosing strategies. The black lines with
crosses represent the skipped stations calculated by our method; the
blue lines with diamonds represent the results calculated by choosing
the minimum length of candidate sections; and the red lines with
squares represent the results calculated by choosing random candidate
sections.

As shown in Fig. 5, the average energy consumption for 42 trains is
minimum when adopted our developed two-step optimization strategy

Fig. 3. A summary diagram of obtaining the stop-skipping patterns.
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to choose skipped stations. Therefore, we conclude that choosing
skipped stations with longer sections will save more energy in the metro
line.

This completes the demonstration for Remark 2.

3. Model and solution procedure

In this section, first, we reformulate a mixed integer nonlinear
programming problem to a quadratic programming problem based on
the Tylor Approximation. Then, the developed algorithm will be in-
troduced for obtaining the approximate optimal solutions.

3.1. Quadratic programming optimization model

Based on Eqs. (10) and (13) in Section 2.4, we conclude a traditional
integrated energy-efficient timetable optimization (IEETO) model,
which is stated as follows

E E E Emin
i
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i i
1 1
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where the objective function (16) is the total traction energy con-
sumption of all trains in a metro line during the off-peak hours. Con-
straint (17) represents that sum of all section running times and
dwelling times at all stations in the up or down direction is a constant,
which is equal to the half of the cycle running time. Constraint (18)
represents the running times of upper and lower boundary on each
section. The different running phases will be adopted on different sec-
tions, which are subject to different constraints. Constraint (19) re-
presents the calculation of the lower boundary is connected with the
theoretical minimum running times and the predetermined buffer

coefficients. Constraint (20) represents the calculation of the upper
boundary. Constrain (21) represents the range of each parameter.
Constraint (22) represents the ranges of each buffer coefficient.

Remark 3.. The IEETO model can be reformulated as a strictly convex
quadratic programming problem with boundary constraints after applying
the developed two-step optimization strategy.

The detailed process to proof Remark 3 can be found in Appendix B.

3.2. Solution algorithm

Since the train scheduling problem is reformulated as a quadratic
programming problem, the approximate optimal solutions can be ob-
tained using the optimization solver of CPLEX. Before that, all the re-
levant parameters mentioned in above section need to be calculated.
The detailed procedure for the rolling solution algorithm is listed as
follows.

Initialize train i 1= . Calculate the cumulative numbers of tap-in and
tap-out passengers at each station during each time interval, the OD
table, and the walking times at each station.
With the currently used timetable, calculate the intermediate vari-
ables ti j,

LBT, Pi j,
B , Pi j1,

B
+ , Pi j,

L , and Pi j1,
L
+ respectively.

Calculate j
U
O and j

D
O based on Eqs. (5) and (6). The proposed two-

step optimization strategy is used to generate the skipped station for
train i.
Initialize 1 and 2. Calculate the variables Ti k,

min, pi k, , and qi k, for i on
sectionk. Then, calculate the second-order, first-order and constant
coefficients for i on ordinary/extraordinary sections, i.e., i k2, ,

C , i k1, ,
C ,

i k0, ,
C , i k2, ,

H , i k1, ,
H and i k0, ,

H .
Obtain the optimal running times of train i calculating by the CPLEX
solver.
If i I< , then, i i 1= + and go to step 2; otherwise, stop and output
the optimal running times.

The detailed flowchart of the rolling solution algorithm is shown in
Fig. 6.

4. Numerical example

In this section, we present a numerical example to illustrate the
effectiveness of our developed optimization strategy based on the

Fig. 5. Comparison of the energy consumption of 42 trains with different stop-skipping patterns.
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historical smart-card data (February 18th, 2014–February 23th, 2014)
and train operational data from the Beijing Metro Yizhuang Line
(China).

4.1. Experiment description and parameter settings

The Yizhuang line is about 23.23 km long and includes 14 stations.
Note that the last station (on the right-hand side), Yizhuang railway
station, has been out-of-service since 2010 (Fig. 7). The initial inputs of
the currently used timetable include the section running times, dwelling
times, lengths, and speed limits (Table 1), and the train operation re-
lated parameters (Table 2).

The simulation subjected to the solver of CPLEX is conducted in

Smart-card data

Passenger characteristic

Tap-in passenger numbers 
in each time interval
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when train arriving 

The alighted passenger numbers 
when train arriving 

The boarded and alighted passenger 
numbers when train arriving at each station

The minimum boarded and alighted 
passenger numbers  when train arriving 

The section with maximum distance in the 
stop-skiping set

The quadratic programming optimization model

The  optimal train timetable

INPUTS

TWO-STAGE STRATEGY
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Fig. 6. The diagram of the optimization process.
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Fig. 7. Beijing Metro Yizhuang Line.

Table 1
The relevant information of the Beijing Metro Yizhuang Line.

Section Running time
(s)

Dwelling time at the
origin station(s)

Length (m) Speed limit
(m/s)

SJ-XC 190 30 2631 23.61
XC-XH 108 30 1247 23.61
XH-JG 157 30 2366 23.61
JG-YZQ 135 30 1983 23.61
YZQ-WH 90 35 992 23.61
WH-WY 114 30 1539 23.61
WY-RJ 103 30 1280 23.61
RJ-RC 104 30 1354 23.61
RC-TJ 164 30 2337 23.61
TJ-JH 150 30 2265 23.61
JH-CQN 140 30 2086 23.61
CQN-CQ 102 35 1287 23.61
CQ-YZ 105 45 1334 23.61
Turnaround – 180 – –

Table 2
Values and units of the relevant parameters.

Parameter Value Unit Parameter Value Unit

I 42 – a 0.8 m/s2

h 300 s b 0.8 m/s2

M 287,080 kg r 0.05 m/s2

0.7 – J 13 –

1
H 1

1
C 1

2
H 1.3

2
C 1.5

K 3 k 12
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MATLAB R2014b environment on a personal computer with a CPU of
3.0 GHz and RAM of 4 GB.

4.2. Computational results

Based on the above formulations, we run the MATLAB and CPLEX
solution procedure on the real-world case study during the off-peak
hours (9:00 AM–16:30 PM). First, we explore the passenger char-
acteristics and estimate the walking-in and -out times for each station.
Second, the quadratic programming problem is solved and a stop-
skipping timetable is given. Then, we compare with the energy con-
sumption and train loading utilizations between the currently used and
optimized timetables.

4.2.1. Passenger characteristics
Since the smart-card data do not include the tap-in times of pas-

sengers at the terminus, there are 12 station indices in the OD table,
which obtained by the average cumulative number of passengers on
each OD pair and visualized in Fig. 8(a). Based on the OD table, the
probability plots can be calculated to distinguish the travel directions of
passengers in Fig. 8(b), according to Eqs. (5) and (6). In Fig. 8(b), the
black lines with stars show the average percentages of the alighted
passengers from the down direction; the red lines with circles show the
average percentages of the boarded passengers traveling in the up di-
rection. As a consequence, the travel directions of the passengers can be
estimated.

We discrete the off-peak hours of a workday into 90 intervals, each
time interval takes 5 min. The average cumulative numbers of tap-in/
tap-out passengers in each interval at each station are shown in Fig. 9(a,
b) respectively. Compared with the fluctuations of passenger demands
at each station, the features of the demands obviously show that the
consistency at few specific stations. This consistency means that the
stop-skipping patterns can be implemented simply and efficiently.

As formulated in Section 2.3, the average walking-in/walking-out
times at each station in Yizhuang Line are shown in Table 3. These
significant quantitative indicators are provided for the establishment of
the passengers’ travel processes in the metro system.

4.2.2. Numerical analysis of IEETO
First, the boarding and alighting times of passengers at each station

will be calculated after initialized a train timetable, based on Eqs. (2)
and (3). Then, the numbers of boarded and alighted passengers at each

station for one train can be obtained, which shown in Fig. 10(a). Third,
according to the two-step optimization strategy, the stop-skipping in-
dices can be obtained, which are shown in Fig. 10(b). Finally, we
compare serval indicators between the currently used and optimized
timetables to compare.

In Fig. 10(a), the black stars show the average numbers of boarded
passengers for a train at the stations; the red circles show the average
numbers of alighted passengers from the trains. For example, according
to Stage 1 in Section 2.5, the station numbers 2, 4 and 12 with fewer
passengers will be added to the candidate set. Then, based on Stage 2,
station 2 will be considered as the skipped station of this train.
Thereafter, the complete stop-skipping patterns for the 42 trains
throughout the whole planning horizon can be obtained (Fig. 10(b)). In
Fig. 10(b), the black squares show the skipped stations of each train
throughout the off-peak hours. For example, train 1 skips station 2 and
train 2 skips station 4.

Based on the stop-skipping patterns, we compare the efficiency
between the currently used and optimized timetables under the pre-
determined total running times on the sections (Table 4).

In Table 4, the total section running times will take three situations
into consideration, i.e., S1 1517= s, S2 1463.5= s, S3 1407= s. Based
on Eq. (10), the energy consumption of a train using the currently used
timetable is obtained, i.e., E 225.88i = kW h. With the suggested ap-
proach, the average energy consumption of one train is Ē 191.12= kW
h. Clearly, the energy consumption is reduced by (225.88–191.12)/
225.88 = 15.39% on average compared with the same total section
running times. More test results are shown in Table 4. Furthermore, the
numbers of passengers who can catch the current train at the stations
can be calculated. If the train skips arbitrary stations, we identify the
changes in passenger numbers precisely in our dataset. For example,
when the total running time is set to 1407s, the served passengers by
this train is equal to 1236 persons; when the total running time is set to
1517s, the served passengers is equal to 1243 persons. By comparison,
the train running time is reduced by (1517 1407)/1517 7.25%= , the
train average speed is increased by 54.74 50.77 3.97= km/h and the
train loading utilization is increased by
(1236/1407) 60 (1243/1517) 60 3.56= person/min.

To distinguish the differences between the currently used and op-
timized timetables clearly, Fig. 11 just shows the timetables of the first
4 of 42 trains.

In Fig. 11, the red lines represent the optimized space-time tracks of
the first 4 trains and the black lines represent the currently used tracks.

Fig. 8. The diagram to describe the passenger characteristics at each station.
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The circles represent the skipped stations.
To summarize, according to the above numerical results, the sug-

gested two-step optimization strategy can produce a stop-skipping
timetable for multiple trains throughout a long-time period. These re-
sults confirm that our proposed model is capable of capturing energy
saving among the trains, increasing train loading utilizations and re-
ducing the total running times sufficiently.

5. Conclusions

This paper develops a two-step optimization strategy to produce the
stop-skipping patterns in the train scheduling problems considering the
energy consumption and passenger characteristics in a metro line. First,
we concentrated on the analysis of passenger demands according to the

historical smart-card data. Second, since the trains adopt different
running phases on different sections, the traditional mixed integer
programming problem will be modelled. Then, the model is re-
formulated as a quadratic programming problem using the Taylor
Approximation. Finally, a numerical example was studied to examine
and test our proposed approach. With the optimized timetable, the
energy consumption is reduced by 15.39%. Compared with the cur-
rently used timetable, the total running time of one train is reduced by
7.25%, the train average speed is increased by 3.97 km/h, and the train
loading utilization is increased by 3.56 person/minute.

Fig. 9. the numbers of tap-in and tap-out passengers in time intervals and stations.

Table 3
The walking times of passengers at each station.

Stations Walking-in
(s)

Walking-out
(s)

Stations Walking-in
(s)

Walking-out
(s)

SJ 131 104 WY 78 91
XC 62 62 RJ 78 91
XH 62 62 RC 78 91
JG 78 78 TJ 78 91
YZQ 78 78 JH 78 91
WH 78 78 CQN 62 49
– – – CQ 62 49

Fig. 10. A diagram to describe the boarded and alighted information of passengers at each station and to show the skipped stations of all serviced trains.

Table 4
Comparison of our optimized and the currently used timetables.

Optimized timetable Currently used
timetable

S1 S2 S3

Running times on the whole
sections (s)

1517.00 1463.50 1407.00 1517.00

Energy consumption (kW h) 191.12 207.03 225.84 225.88
Saving energy percentages 15.39% 8.40% – –
Saving running time

percentages
– 3.53% 7.25% –

The average running speeds
(km h)

– 52.63 54.74 50.77

The numbers of passengers on
the train per minute

48.90 50.69 52.72 49.16
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Based on the proposed model, some implications can be provided.
For example, for the specific metro lines which connect the central
business districts and the suburban areas, the stop-skipping patterns are
more applicable since the passengers and their destinations are distin-
guishable during the off-peak hours. Besides, if the metro companies
want to generate a stop-skipping train timetable with longer headway
times, our developed approach is highly recommended to model the
energy consumption and company profits. However, the stop-skipping
patterns will slightly decline the importance of the passengers at the
skipped stations. To compensate for the unfairness to those passengers
when the headway is long, the metro companies should inform the
passengers sufficiently and have replacement plans.

Our future researches will focus on the following aspects: (1) al-
though we have considered in this paper the time-variant passenger
demands, the passenger characteristics in real conditions are more
complicated. To extend our research on the metro network considering
the uncertainties of the travel directions of each passenger is a

challenging research topic; (2) we mainly explored a train scheduling
problem during the off-peak hours for saving energy with stop-skipping
patterns in a specific metro line. However, to use stop-skipping patterns
in other different lines, we should recalculate many relevant opera-
tional factors and re-enter time planning horizons. Thus, to develop a
stop-skipping pattern easier accessed by complicated metro systems is
more general for using; and (3) we plan to generate a train speed profile
with the consideration of the variations of traction force and undulating
tracks.
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Appendix A. Taylor approximation

In this appendix, we try to reduce the dimensions of the coasting (cruising) time function by using Taylor approximation. In an ordinary section
k i

C, we approximate the nonlinear function as a respective linear function based on the essential linear function: t p T q(1 )i k
c

i k i k i k, , , ,= × + .
Where the pi k, and qi k, are two intermediate parameters, which can be calculated as follows: p f t1 ( )i k i k i k, , 0, ,= and q f t f t t( ) ( )i k i k i k i k i k i k, , 0, , , 0, , 0, ,= × .
Similarly, in an extraordinary section, the linear coefficients are also can be calculated.

The train i is required to accelerate to a section speed limit ukwith the maximum acceleration rate, coasting for a while, and finally braking to a
full stop. In an ordinary section k i

C, we can get the theoretically minimum running time when the train runs on the ordinary sections, which is
stated as follows:
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Without loss of generality, a section running time should satisfy a lower and upper bound for ensuring the efficiency in the whole line. Similarly,
theoretically minimum running time Ti k

C
,
min, can also be calculated. We introduce the lower bound of the running time on the ordinary section k as
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1
C= × and the upper bound as t Ti k i k2, , ,
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2
C= × . In addition, we can obtain the section mean running-time point as
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The maximum relative deviation between nonlinear and linear functions based on the Mean Value Theorem. The deviation function is stated as

follow:
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where i k, and i k, are the two middle points between t t[ , ]i k i k i k, 1, , 0, , and t[ , ]i k i k i k, , 0, , respectively. The second derivative in Eq. (A1) can be
derived as follows: f t rAl C f t( ) ( 2 / ) ( )i k k i k,

2
,

3= . Substituting it into Eq. (A1), the following equation could be obtained:
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where the intermediate unknown coefficient k is derived as follows:
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Like the above analysis, the following formula is stated as
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The maximum relative deviation is:
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Similar, in an extraordinary sectionk i
H, the maximum relative deviation can also be obtained and show as
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The detailed calculation process can be founded in our previous works (Yang et al., 2018a, 2018b).

Appendix B. Quadratic programming

Remark 3.. The IEETO model can be reformulated as a strictly convex quadratic programming problem with boundary constraints after applying the two-step
strategy.

Proof.. First, the objective function can be reformulated as follows:
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where Hi
H, Hi

C are real symmetric matrixes (the second-order parameters i k2, ,
C and i k2, ,

H on each section are all positive constants) and can be obtained
according to Eqs. (12) and (15). Ti

H and Ti
C are the running time vectors on the extraordinary and ordinary sections respectively; ei is the constant vector.

Corresponding to the IEETO model, the merged matrix Hi is obtained as follows
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(B2)

Based on the calculation process in Section 2.5, the order of sections will be rearranged accordingly. The running time vector should be rearranged based
on the section order, which can be expressed as follows:
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The first-order vector is obtained as follows:
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Similarly, the constant vector is obtained using the following equation
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Thus, the Eq. (B1) is restated as follows:
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In conclusion, the skipped station vector yi can be obtained before each iteration according to the two-step strategy. As the symmetric matrix is a positive
definite matrix and the first-order and constant vectors are all constants based on Eqs. (12) and (15), the IEETO can be reformulated as a quadratic
programming. As a result, the quadratic programming is stated completely as follows
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Based on the above formulation and the property of the quadratic programming, the IEETO model is clearly a strictly convex quadratic programming problem
that has only one global optimal solution.

This completes the proof for Remark 3.
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